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Archer®
Archer offers a timeless appeal, blending subtle elements of Craftsman
woodworking techniques and the intricate facets of jewelry. Distinguished by its
beveled edges and clean geometry, the Archer sink creates a universal look
that suits an array of bathroom styles.

FEATURES
- Classic rectangular basin.

2355-0 Archer(R) under-mount bathroom sink

- Overflow drain.
COLOR/FINISH OPTIONS

- Coordinates with other products in the Archer collection.
- No faucet holes; requires wall-or counter-mount faucet.
MATERIAL

White
(0)

- Vitreous china.

Almond
(47)

Thunder
Grey
(58)

Black Black
(7)

Ice(TM)
Grey
(95)

Biscuit
(96)

Sandbar
(G9)

$ 210.00 + GST
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Ladena®
With its unique, oblong shape and clean lines, Ladena evokes casual
elegance. This spacious and distinctive sink pairs classic style with versatility,
and is a great choice to complement both traditional and modern bathrooms.

FEATURES
- Rectangular basin with curved bottom.
- Overflow drain.

2214-0 Ladena(R) 20-7/8" x 14-3/8" x 8-1/8" under-mount bathroom
sink

- 52047 clamp assembly.

COLOR/FINISH OPTIONS

- No faucet holes; requires wall-or counter-mount faucet.
MATERIAL
White
(0)

- Vitreous china.

Almond
(47)

Thunder
Grey
(58)

Black Black
(7)

Ice(TM)
Grey
(95)

Biscuit
(96)

Sandbar
(G9)

$ 325.00 + GST
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Kumin
Kumin brings easy function and sleek style into any bathroom, combining
single-handle control with modern design to create an eye-catching faucet.

FEATURES
- Single lever handle allows for simultaneous on/off activation and
temperature setting.
- KOHLER ceramic disc valves exceed industry longevity standards over
two times for a lifetime of durable performance.

98827-4-CP Kumin(R) single-handle bathroom sink faucet

- Leak-free ceramic disc valve allows both volume and temperature
control.

COLOR/FINISH OPTIONS

$ 162.00 + GST

- Temperature memory allows faucet to be turned on and off at any
temperature setting.
Polished Chrome
(CP)

MATERIAL
- Premium metal construction for durability and reliability.
- KOHLER finishes resist corrosion and tarnishing.
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Elate®
Inspired by pure geometric style, the form of the Elate bathroom sink faucet
has a sophisticated fluidity that brings a visually stunning yet simple look to the
bathroom. The sleek vertical tower design offers a top-mounted lever control
that is easy to reach.

FEATURES
- Single lever handle allows for simultaneous on/off activation and
temperature setting.
- KOHLER ceramic disc valves exceed industry longevity standards for
a lifetime of durable performance.

99491-4-CP Elate(R) single-handle bathroom sink faucet!

- Leak-free ceramic disc valve allows both volume and temperature
control.
- Temperature memory allows faucet to be turned on and off at any
temperature setting.

COLOR/FINISH OPTIONS

MATERIAL

$ 245.00 + GST

- Premium metal construction for durability and reliability.
- KOHLER finishes resist corrosion and tarnishing.

Polished Chrome Matte Black Vibrant Brushed Nickel
(CP)
(BL)
(BN)
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Honesty®
With clean lines and square features, the contemporary Honesty single-handle
faucet draws inspiration from modern European design. Its sleek look helps
create a clutter-free, easy-to-clean bathroom atmosphere.

FEATURES
- Single lever handle allows for both volume and temperature control.
- KOHLER ceramic disc valves exceed industry longevity standards for
a lifetime of durable performance.

99760-4-CP Honesty® single-handle bathroom sink faucet, 1.2 gpm!

- Temperature memory allows faucet to be turned on and off at the
temperature set during prior usage.
- 1.2 gpm (4.5 lmin) maximum flow rate.

COLOR/FINISH OPTIONS

MATERIAL

$ 375.00 + GST

- Brass construction.
- KOHLER finishes resist corrosion and tarnishing.
Polished Chrome Matte Black Vibrant Brushed Nickel
(CP)
(BL)
(BN)
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